NEW C A T A L O G ITEM
ORGANIZING. STORING. SECURING.

ETWORK, LAN & IS SYSTEM DESIGN PRODUCTS

FEATURES:
n Hide horizontal
cabling from external
view by managing it on
the Horizontal Cable Tray
within the MegaFrame®
Cabinet for improved
aesthetics over external
cable management on
overhead cable runway
n Trays align in depth
along a row of cabinets
to create a 6" wide internal cable pathway capable of supporting up to
50 pounds of cabling that
is hidden from view outside of the cabinets
n Trays adjust in depth
to align with the vertical
cable management rings
within the cabinets and
radius bends on the
ends of the trays allow
smooth transitions for
cables entering or exiting the vertical cable
management rings

MEGAFRAME®
HORIZONTAL CABLE TRAY
Although cable runway can be attached directly to the top
of a row of MegaFrame® Cabinets to provide a pathway for
horizontal cabling, it may not always be preferable to have
cabling exposed above the cabinets. What if you could
have a cable runway hidden from view inside the cabinet?
CPI's NEW Horizontal Cable Tray does just that!
The Horizontal Cable Tray provides a way of routing cables
inside the cabinets. Network cabling is neatly stored in the
tray, but hidden from view outside of the cabinet. The
MegaFrame M-Series Cabinet has three depth members
used for the attachment of vertical mounting rails and cable
management accessories along both its right and left side.
The Cable Tray attaches to the top depth member. It takes
up only 2 RMU of rack space. However, since it does not
attach directly to the rack mounting rails, it can often be
positioned behind rack-mount equipment so that there is no
loss of rack mounting space within the cabinet.
The Tray is designed to complement the M-Series Cabinet's
integrated vertical cable management rings. The tray has
radius drops attached at either end to provide a smooth
transition for cables entering and exiting the tray into the
vertical ring managers. Like the vertical ring managers, the
tray may be adjusted in depth. When several cabinets are
used in a row, align the Cable Trays and create a cable
pathway inside the cabinets.
Trays are available for both 19" and 23" cabinets. Each tray
is six-inch deep and two inches high. Each tray can support
up to 50 pounds of cabling. Use two facing trays to create
a 12" deep trough. Trays are finished in Gray, White, and
Black to match the existing cabinet's finish.
Please contact your authorized CPI Distributor or CPI
Customer Service Representative for more information, or
go to www.chatsworth.com.
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